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Transforming business processes into Mobile Technology includes Quality Control, 
Machine Downtime Monitoring, Human Resources, Sales and Customer Relationship.

SalesQuality Control Machine Downtime Human Resources Customer Relationship



Quality Control Mobile App

Functionality Benefits

Real-time notification triggered if product quality out of specification Real-time production monitoring and quality control to reduce waste 
,rework and minimized cost of quality.

Enable accurate and real-time collection of quality control information 
for more efficient operation and executive decision support

Engineer, Technician and Operators can communicate via chatroom to 
exchange critical information through picture, messages and recorded 
video which related to  product out of specification issue.

Increase the employee productivity of technical staff by allowing them 
to interact via chat room on out of specification issue.

Alert notification will be triggered 
if product out of specification. 
Information notified users include: 

Customer Name | Sales Code | 
Parameter | Machines Name | 
Unit 

Real Time Alert Out of Spec Trigger Chat Room Discussion



Machine Monitoring Mobile App

Functionality Benefits

Real-time notification triggered if machine down To reduce machines and equipment downtime and increase factory 
uptime.

Indicators includes Engineer Response Time (ERT), Mean Time to 
Recover (MTTR) and Interrupt to Production (ITP) calculate 
automatically by mobile app.

Create high visibility for management and operational level on 
machines and equipment performance.

Pareto 80:20 rules using 20% capital to resolved 80% machine down 
issue.

Organizations can gain significant insights into how to improve their 
manufacturing process. Using these metrics, you can identify what has 
a negative impact on your production, so you can facilitate / eliminate 
it.

Machine Listing Details Downtime Tracking Real-time Indicator 



Human Resource in Mobile App

Functionality Benefits

Real-time attendance tracking and alert trigger if employee late 5 minutes or absent. 
This will ensure the production start on time without any delay as management get 
high visibility on attendance and able to pull in other resources to replace those late or 
absent.

Better control and planning 

Merit vs. Demerit points based on employee attendance performance (example Late –
deduct 1 point, Early In – add 1 point)

Improve employee discipline and compliant to 
company Standard of Procedure. (SoP)

HR functions in mobile technology include Attendance, Claim, Timeoff and Leave 
Module. In other words, all applications and approvals can be done via mobile app at 
anytime and every where.

Paperless and man hours saving 

Real-Time Attendance Tracking Merit vs. Demerit Point Gate Pass Approval Leave Approval



Customer Relationship  Mobile App

Functionality Benefits

Full view of customer complaint milestones in one screen and keep senior 
management informed.

Management gains high visibility on customer 
complaint progress and is able to track down if any 
issue found/stagnant at different stages.

Root Cause analysis can be conducted via Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) to pull 
related data for analysis purpose and figure out root cause. Data includes 1) Job Sheet 
Data Point, 2) Machine Parameter, 3) Raw Material usage and 4) Roll 1 Audit Data

Reduce man hours for root cause analysis.

Alert reminder will be triggered if no action taken based on criticality of the complaint 
case submitted by customer.  

Increase customer satisfaction and customer retention

Customer Complaint Listing Complaint Details Report Root Cause Analysis Report



Sales Mobile App

Functionality Benefits

Sales module centralizes Sales Personnel at different location into 
single channel for sales discussion on product pricing, customer 
requirement and quality related topics

Employee Mobility and have real-time interactions and make decision 
faster.

Sales travel itinerary, customer feedbacks, task assigned and sales 
report are all in mobile.

sales information available for management to view at anytime and 
anywhere.

Sales GPS Tracking function – create high visibility to track down sales 
personnel location.

Increase sales productivity and analyzing employee behavior

Sales Milestones Tracking Chat Room for discussion Sales Enquiry via mobile
Sales Calendar
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